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How this project started

- Original ProPublica series examining racial disparities in bankruptcy 
nationwide -- published Sept. 27, 2017

- A ‘sidebar’ to that story focused Chicago’s bankruptcy boom, which 
cited academic paper by Edward Morrison and Antoine Uettwiller out of 
Columbia Law School that identified ticket debt trend in N. District of 
Illinois

- Early reporting process: Dozens of interviews, including with researchers 
across the country, multiple FOIA requests for data, days sitting in 
bankruptcy court and municipal administrative hearings, clip searches, 
etc

https://features.propublica.org/bankruptcy-inequality/bankruptcy-failing-black-americans-debt-chapter-13/
https://www.propublica.org/article/chicagos-bankruptcy-boom
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2845497


https://bit.ly/2BXQcms



▶ Access to PACER – how and why we got an exemption

▶ At 10 cents/page, we would have been charged $200,000 
or more for what we pulled.

▶ Letter

▶ Show a case in PACER 

Chapter 13 bankruptcy records





David Eads put his robots to work
▶ Scrape claims and case info info and cache as static files

▶ Parse HTML into structured data and write to PostgreSQL

▶ Deduplicate creditor names with Datamade’s Dedupe

▶ What we pulled systematically v. manually (Excel example)



2017: 
$3,900 
median 
ticket debt 
per case

2007: 
$1,500
median 
ticket 
debt

Chicago is the nation’s bankruptcy capital. 
Thank you, tickets. (DRAFT GRAPHIC)



Bankruptcy was just part of the story. 



FOIA FOIA FOIA



● FOIA limitations, but we could extrapolate some 
demographic figures based on vehicle owner’s ZIP 
code

● Census data (I first used censusreporter.org for 
initial analysis; my colleague Sandhya 
Kambhampati then pulled ZTKA level data from 
ACS)

● Decision to look at impact of debt by geography 
(race) vs. analysis of enforcement

● Discussion re: counts v. rates -- and then what’s 
the denominator???

Making sense of ticket data



How debt escalates

$200 no city sticker ticket

$200 late penalty

+ $88 collections fee (to 3rd party company)

$488 debt

(And you still have to buy a city sticker, at $87-130. 
Plus pay $60 late penalty. Plus sticker is backdated.*)

* There have been reforms since!



How important is ticket 
revenue to City of 

Chicago?
Very.



More than 21,000 license 
suspensions 2017 year over 
unpaid tickets statewide.

- 43,400 arrests in 2016 for driving with a suspended license
- Half of those arrests were of black motorists
- Unclear how many license suspensions were tied to unpaid tickets





Bankruptcy records showed that a woman from Chicago’s South Side owed 
the city $102,158.40 for unpaid tickets. Could one person really rack up that 
much ticket debt?

“Nobody will believe me,” she later told me. “But every single year, 
they send me 30 pages in an envelope with all the tickets. I just throw it 
away. I don’t look at it. It’s really stressful. You don’t understand how 
stressful it is to be in debt.”

(From ProPublica Illinois newsletter. Sign up! Sorry for the pitch.)

propub.li/2h7c15f

https://t.co/Y5G9jWKc9v


Editor asks: “Can they do that?”



In less than 90 minutes on an October afternoon in 
2014, Chicago police officers slapped three $200 
tickets on a South Side woman’s 1999 Ford 
Expedition because she didn’t have a city vehicle 
sticker.

On at least three separate occasions in the past 
three years, a 27-year-old man from the Austin 
neighborhood received multiple tickets on the same 
day because his car didn’t have a city sticker.

And one spring afternoon last year, city records 
show, authorities gave a West Side couple a sticker 
ticket when their car was parked near a recreation 
center in the Fuller Park neighborhood, then again 
later that day outside their home in Austin.

What happened to these Chicagoans has 
happened to thousands of other city drivers. 
ProPublica Illinois and WBEZ analyzed data on 
tickets issued since January 2007 and identified 
nearly 20,000 incidents when the same vehicle 
received two, three, four — and, in one case, five 
— city sticker tickets on the same day.



Identifying a key policy decision, and what decision-makers said at the 
time versus what actually happened

Narrative around “scofflaws”

Calculating payment rates, payment amounts, debt

FOIAs for projections. They never found any responsive records.

We showed the city the analyses long before publication for questions, 
pushback, and ultimately comment. “No surprises” journalism.

Moving the conversation beyond “poor victims” 
and whether city policy makes sense. 







The Ticket Trap

https://projects.propublica.org/chicago-tickets/


All along the way, I’m looking for and 
talking to researchers.

- Scouring academic journals for related studies, from traffic patterns to 
automated camera tickets

- Reading books and other papers on policing and the broader fines and 
fees movement (See 2015 USDOJ Ferguson report; A Pound of Flesh by 
Alexes Harris at University of Washington)

- Practitioners who have become experts in their fields (Alex Kornya at 
Iowa Legal Aid)

- Many many others, including bankruptcy experts in academia such as 
Bob Lawless at University of Illinois, and at think-tanks, such as John 
Rao, nonprofit National Consumer Law Center



I’ve talked with dozens university 
researchers, students working on class 
projects, community activists, lawyers 
and others about the data and my 
reporting.

I walked reporters in other cities 
through my process, sharing data and 
tips so they could produce their own 
series. (Philly, Buffalo)

Several peer-reviewed academic papers 
have been published or are forthcoming 
related to ticketing in Chicago. 
Nonprofit research organizations have 
also weighed in with their own papers.

Our investigation couldn’t cover 
everything - but luckily it sparked new 
research.

We intentionally made our data publicly 
available and free to advance other research.

Close to 1,300 downloads since November 2019.



What’s been the impact? 
- Illinois Gov. J.B. Pritzker signed into a law ending driver’s license suspensions 

over unpaid parking tickets. It goes into effect in July. (Advocates pursuing 
same legislation for unpaid camera tickets.) This happened after Chicago Mayor 
Lori Lightfoot ended the city’s practice of suspending driver’s licenses over 
unpaid parking tickets.

- Lightfoot reformed payment plans, significantly reducing the down payment 
levels so they are more affordable (or comparable to) filing for bankruptcy.

- Amnesty program for city sticker tickets, forgiving close to $12 million in 
debt.

- Reduction in late penalties for city sticker tickets. Instead of doubling, they go 
up by $50.

- City Clerk Anna Valencia pushed through a prorated city sticker program, 
makes the sticker itself more affordable.

- Ticket debt relief for people who file under Chapter 7, instead of a 13.
- Proposal to overhaul city’s towing practices introduced last week.
- This fall, U.S. Supreme Court will decide on whether the city’s practice of 

claiming liens on impounded vehicles to get more money back during a 
bankruptcy is legal.



Questions? Reach out.

Melissa Sanchez
melissa.sanchez@propublica.org
@msanchezMIA
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